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Note on a q-Series Transform 
Communicated by Mark Kac 
We define the finite q-series transform F(n) = F(n,f, g, q) of a function 
f with respect o another function g by the formula 
F(n) = q*'n-l'/2k~  (-- 1)k [k ]  [ g(kn) ] q~'k-*'f(k ) 
- -  ~-o [ n - -  k ] qe~-x~/2 q~,~-~ c , , -k -~/ ' - f (k )  ' 
(1) 
where 
[:] , ix] i-~ q~-- 1 ' 0 =1 
is the familiar q-binomial coefficient. 
The object of this note is to prove the following formal infinite series 
transform which generalizes a result of the author in [2]. 
THEOREM. For F(n) defined by (1) we have 
(--1)~F(n)un: ~ [g(ff) ]qktk-a'/Zu~f(k) 
n--O k~o 
f i  1 -- uqJ 
j-o 1 -- uqVte~-e+J ' (2) 
PROOF. It is sufficient o compare coefficients of u" in (2) and show 
that relation (1) holds. 
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where 
Now Carlitz [I, p. 525] has noted a formula of Cauchy [4] 
~I -11 -- atqYb_~qj--_ ~ (b (q)-~-- a)n t" 
j=O n~O 
(b - -  a )n= 1-[ (b -- qJa) 
(3) 
and (q),, = f i  (1 -- qJ). (4) 
jffil 
Put a = 1, b = qg{k~-~, and t = u. Then (3) yields 
~1 1 - uqJ ~ (qg{k~,k _ 1)~ 
j=o 1 --  ~qat-g--k+i = nffio ~ (q),~ u n . (5) 
Substitution of this in (2) and interchanging the order of summation 
gives 
(_ 1)nF(n)un= ~ u n ~ [g~)  ]qk,e-x,/2 (qg,e,-~ 
n=o ,~ffio k=o (q)~-k 1)n-kf(k)" 
(6) 
However, the inner summation reduces to a finite series since 
(qgt~-k _ 1)n_ ~ = 0 whenever k > n. 
Also, it is evident from (4) that in fact 
(qg~-k _ l)n_ k 1) n-~ ] q{n-~ (q)n-e = ( -  [ g(k)n_k-- k c,,-~-./2, (7) 
whence we have from (6), upon equating coefficients of u n, the desired 
form of F(n) as given by (1). Indeed (1) and (2) are equivalent. 
The writer is indebted to Prof. L. Carlitz for the remark that the form 
of (2) as given in [2] is valid for other than non-negative integers a, b 
when g(k) = a + bk. The difficulty in the statement and proof given 
in [2] is that g(k) appears there as an upper limit in a product. If  we let 
g(k) -- k -- 1 be a non-negative integer then the infinite product (5) 
reduces to a finite product, since 
~I 1 -- uqJ 9(k)-/r 
~-o 1 - uq gtk}-}+j = ~ffiol-I (1 -- uqS) . (8) 
In [3] the special case q = 1, g arbitrary, of (2) was further specialized 
to g(k) = a -t- bk and used to determine convolution identities related 
to the addition theorem 
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a (a--kkbk ) c (c q- b(n - k) )  
kf f ioa+bk c+ b(n -- k ) n -- k 
_ aq -c  (a- - [ -c- -kbn) 
a-q- c--k bn n 
(9) 
which had been found as long ago as 1793 by H. A. Rothe. This follows 
at once from the special case of (2) (also well known): 
a 
/[a-4- bk|  zb __ - x ~ with z : (x - 1)Ix b (10) 
k=o a + bk \ ~ / ' " 
Applications of the general theorem (2) will be discussed elsewhere. 
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